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**#NoDAPL and Standing Rock**

**Developing Common Language:**

“Who Are Indigenous Peoples?” & “What is at Stake?” (Cultural Survival)

“How To Talk About #NoDAPL: A Native Perspective”

Author: Kelly Hayes (Transformative Spaces)

“What You Need to Know About #NoDAPL and Why It Isn’t Over”

Author: Kelly Hayes (Black Girl Dangerous)

**Quick Reads to Get You Started:**

“Honor The Treaties’: UN Human Rights Chief’s Message”

Author: Gale Courcy Toensing (Indian Country)

“A History of Native Americans Protesting the Dakota Access Pipeline”

Author: Alexander Sammon (Mother Jones)

“To Understand The Dakota Access Pipeline Protests, You Need To Understand Tribal Sovereignty”

Author: Victoria M. Massie (Vox)

“3 Things You Need to Know About Indigenous Efforts Against the Dakota Access Pipeline”

Author: Täté Walker (Everyday Feminism)

“#NODAPL Syllabus Project On behalf of the New York City Stands with Standing Rock Collective”

Authors: Matt Chrisler, Jaskiran Dhillon and Audra Simpson (Public Seminar)

“2 Years of Opposition. 1,172 Miles of Pipe. 1.3 Million Facebook Check-ins. The Numbers to Know About the Standing Rock Protests”

Author: Alene Tchekmedyian and Melissa Etehad (Los Angeles Times)

“The Arrest of Journalists and Filmmakers Covering the Dakota Pipeline Is a Threat to Democracy—and the Planet”

Author: Josh Fox (The Nation)

“White Twitter Explodes After ESPN Host Wears ‘Caucasians’ Shirt to Call Out Cleveland Indians Logo”

Author: Nathan Wellman (U.S. Uncut)

“Map Displays Five Years of Oil Pipeline Spills (2015)”

Author: Amanda Starbuck (Center For Effective Government)
‘DAPL Protesters Proven Right as Largest Gas Pipeline in U.S. Experiences Massive and Deadly Explosion’
(Anonymous)

**Educational Videos to Stimulate Your Mind:**

‘Treaties Made, Treaties Broken’ (16:00)
(Partnership With Native Americans)
‘Bundys vs. #NoDAPL Armed White Militia Leaders Walk Free as Native Americans Face Police Violence’ (10:00) (Democracy Now!)
‘This Woman Spoke About The Brutality Of The DAPL Arrests’ (1:45)
(Now This News)
‘Voices of Stranding Rock’ 9 Short Stories Told by Water Protectors (Films For Action)

**Organizations to Support:**

Cultural Survival
Black Girl Dangerous
Partnership With Native Americans

**Educational Downloadables to Decorate Your Space:**

Marilyn Frye: Oppression Quote
Solidarity With Standing Rock

**Awesome Sources to Stay Engaged in the Topic:**

Voices of Standing Rock
Transformative Spaces
Pow Wows
Indian Country
Democracy Now

**Tips for Allies:**

“How to Support Standing Rock and Confront What it Means to Live on Stolen Land”
Authors: Berkley Carnine and Liza Minno Bloom (Waging NonViolence)

“10 Ways You Can Help The Standing Rock Sioux Fight The Dakota Access Pipeline”
(The Justice Media)

“Spreading the Word” (Standing Rock Solidarity Network)

“From Truth Telling to Land Return: 4 Ways White People Can Work for Indigenous Justice”
Author: Jamie Utt (Everyday Feminism)

**Tools for Allies:**

Standing Rock Allies Resource Packet (Standing Rock Solidarity Network)